
 

 
 
 

 

Stratford ARC Meeting 
Thursday, October 20, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
Hamlet P.S. 

M I N U T E S 
 

Tour of Hamlet PS 
The committee had an opportunity to have a tour of the school before the meeting 
started. 
 

 

Present: 
Committee Members: Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford; Kevin Smith, Bedford; Dean Bachellier, 

Hamlet; Steve Wells, Hamlet; Krista Scott, Romeo; Art Fortin, Romeo; 
Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare; Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare; Brad 
Beatty, Municipal Representative 

 
1.0 Welcome 

Chair Thorpe welcomed and thanked everyone for their interest and commitment in 
attending. He reminded all in attendance to sign in and committee members and any 
audience members who would be speaking to use the microphone and identify 
themselves.  
 

2.0 Approval of Agenda 
Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the agenda. 
 
Moved by Kevin Smith, Bedford seconded by Art Fortin, Romeo. 
CARRIED 

 
3.0 Approval of Minutes from September 14, 2011 Meeting 

Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the minutes. 
 
Moved by Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford seconded by Kevin Smith, Bedford. 
CARRIED 
 

4.0 Chairperson’s Remarks 
 Chair Thorpe - thanks to Hamlet PS and Principal Lusk for hosting and for the 

preceding tour 
 Committee introduced themselves; Trustees Alyson Kent, Michael Bannerman, Al 

Sygrove, Lynette Geddes, Colleen Schenk, Julie Moore in attendance 
 Chair Thorpe - thanked Jeff Bannon, City of Stratford Planning Department for 

attendance and willingness to answer questions 
 Chair Thorpe - website public input, some have registered concern, complaint that 

administrative proposal offered only one solution, should have proposed second 
option of another dual track site - in defense of administration, what was presented 
was consistent with and required by ministry guideline and Avon Maitland policy, one 
proposal would be offered for consideration of committee - in my view, the 
administrative proposal was the proper one as it obliges the committee to consider 
two aspects which might not have been considered fully if administrative proposal 
had focused only on another dual track possibility, would have precluded 
consideration of potential benefits of single track model, might have masked 
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necessary consideration of future viability of English stream at Bedford - 
administration recommendation opens discussion, does not limit it, certainly doesn't 
close it to that one option, it does comply with ministry and board policy, opens 
conversation as broadly as it can be opened so that deliberations will be as full as 
possible - will suspend agenda at 7:29 p.m. to move to public input session, respect 
time of presenters, adhere closely as possible to timing listed on item 7.0 

 
5.0 Business Arising from the Minutes 

5.1 Notification of Stratford Schools 
 Superintendent Ash - after last meeting, principals at all K-6 Stratford schools 

were asked to share the one-page rationale as well as website for all 
information related to the ARC with their school communities, went home in 
school newsletters at end of September 

 
5.2 Second Dual Track Option 

 Superintendent Ash - point out in package, but discussion more appropriate 
under New Business - in package will see a second dual track option, is a 
work in progress - as indicated at last meeting, next step in process is very 
labour intensive, want to make sure we're making that next step along right 
road - have presented two possible options to consider, ask for your input as 
to where we go for next step in process 

 
5.3 Attrition Rates 

 Superintendent Ash - #3 in package, summary of feedback from a number of 
school boards in southwestern Ontario - contacted all school boards in 
southwest region, not all have responded - this is information they provided 
on attrition rates, Steve requested at last meeting - Thames Valley the only 
board that provided an attrition rate, only board that has a predominance of 
single track schools - anecdotal comments from Huron-Perth Catholic and St. 
Clair Catholic, both boards have some of each, anecdotal assessment of 
attrition was that retention rate higher in single track than it was in dual track, 
offer some rationale in their explanation - this is all information received so 
far, if additional comes in will pass it on 

 
5.4 Accessibility Plans for Schools 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - accessibility, deadline required for 
implementation is 2025, have been implementing various components over 
time - first is customer service, standard created and given to all boards for 
implementation - transportation has been implemented - facility standard is 
outstanding - building code underwent an extensive update this year, is an 
every five year process, nothing addressed about accessibility in that update, 
next major update is five years hence - our longstanding practice, have 
closed a number of old two and a half story buildings, was in part an early 
discussion with SEAC in terms of accessibility that that was one of the 
options - have worked in some receiving schools to put in elevators - in other 
cases, in absence of funding, rotate classes if student, teacher, parent, 
community member in second floor classroom, that classroom gets rotated to 
first floor for duration of attendance - in facility reviews, we look at - in the 
midst of our cyclical review now - accessibility is something we look at in our 
own reviews, not captured in ReCAPP data (the other database) - when we 
finish whole review, will be ensuring data accurate, will be costing all, then 
will be sharing 
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 Chair Thorpe - SEAC is Special Education Advisory Committee which each 
board required to have to advise board on special education matters, 
traditionally has significant role related to accessibility because there is 
always a portion of special education pupils who have accessibility 
challenges - that committee always involved in accessibility discussions - do 
we need to be specific about accessibility in the schools involved in the study 
- committee members have visited two of the schools, will visit the other two 
before the end of the process - if no questions about accessibility will move to 
last item 

 
5.5 Number of FI Siblings 

 Superintendent Ash - isn't a printed report, information pulled together as late 
as this morning - what were ins and outs in FI program - between 2007-2008 
school year and 2011-2012, 20 students left program between grades 1-6, 13 
withdrew due to program reasons, 6 of those were border crossers, 4 have or 
had siblings in FI, 7 moved out of area - during same time frame, had 10 new 
entries in grades 1-6 - was a request for information about families who have 
children in both English and FI, this year’s data, 42 families have students in 
Kindergarten and FI, 11 families have students in both programs grades 1-6 

 Superintendent Ash - another item came through remailer, request for 
information - does Bedford have a mission statement - not per se, but do 
have a slogan - Two Paths One Vision Quality Education For All - printed on 
wall in foyer in English and French - board's mission statement - To Cultivate 
Potential - how many of the 253 FI students require a bus - 167 are eligible 
for transportation, includes students from outside city as well - of the 167 
eligible, 159 take advantage of transportation service 

 Chair Thorpe - questions 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - Halton Region did extensive study comparing 

single track and dual track, looked at a number of different criteria, attrition 
rates - can send through remailer if people would like - showed year over 
year attrition rate where single track was 3.7 and dual track was 5% - most of 
that attrition was program, can see increase in English stream  

 Superintendent Ash - was going to mention later, have compiled a number of 
board reports, research papers that have access to, will be posted to remailer 
later tonight, also to website - includes Halton study 

 Chair Thorpe - anything else 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - not sure if you have, there was one from Alberta, eight 

page study - BC Canadian French education website - curious if there 
 Superintendent Ash - didn’t bring list with me, one study I have from 

University of Alberta, extensive comparison of single and dual track - is in 
package will be posting, if the one you're looking for isn't there, let me know 
and we'll post that one too 

 Chair Thorpe - should be our assumption, once committee members have 
had opportunity to review information which will be posted, if other studies 
you're aware of, let us know, we'll attend to that as soon as possible - 
anything else on updates 

 Chair Thorpe - (in response to audience member) - didn't make clear at this 
meeting as at first meeting - this is a committee meeting, only members of 
committee have opportunity for input, will be a break later in agenda, you can 
discuss or raise your concern to any member of committee who will raise it on 
your behalf - if that question is of interest to members of committee, will ask 
them to respond, response will come from administration - thank you for your 
interest 
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 Chair Thorpe - not sure if have sufficient time to begin item 6, don't want to 
begin public input unless understanding that at least the first three or four 
speakers are present - if anyone coming based on timing of agenda, don't 
want to inconvenience them or you by having them wait - everyone is here, 
would committee have objection if we began public input - want to make sure 
if we start five minutes early, wouldn't inconvenience anyone - will proceed 
accordingly and resume agenda at item 6 following completion of public input 

 
6.0 Public Consultation Session 

Chair Thorpe - each speaker will have up to five minutes, isn't necessary to occupy the 
full five minutes - be ready to move to podium as soon as previous speaker has 
completed remarks to enable us to start on time - voting members of ARC may ask 
speaker questions of clarification, but not enter into debate or conversation - ask 
speakers to use microphone with podium 
 Individuals - see attached presentations 

o Michelle Eidt 
o Stephen Roth 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - understanding is that currently Bedford is over 

capacity, under your suggestion to keep Bedford students at Bedford, are you 
advocating that the school remain over capacity until such time as those 
students move through the program 

 Stephen Roth - figures I saw had it at 99%, whether over capacity or right at 
capacity - there are other speakers who will be dealing with that issue, in 
terms of number crunching, going to leave that to them to make those 
submissions 

o Abigail MacPherson 
o Kristin Sainsbury 
o Julie Hagedorn 
o Ward Hazen 
o Maggie Harris 
o Sandra Gardiner 
o Michelle McKinnon 

 Group 
None 

Chair Thorpe - thank you to all those who have presented so well and carefully and for 
respecting the timelines 
 

7.0 Comments from Committee Members 
 Chair Thorpe - agenda is slightly distorted because we had section 7 before section 

6 - remind you of intent of agenda - intent of item 6, opportunity for each member of 
committee to raise issues, reflect on things that have occurred since last meeting - if 
you have comments, issues, thoughts about what's transpiring in community, 
anything to do with website, welcome your views - later in agenda, have opportunity 
for more formal question and debate once all information and presentations have 
been received - intention of item 6 is to ensure each member has opportunity for 
comment, not debate at this stage 
 

School Council Representatives 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - question based on information last meeting, reinforced 

listening to people who have spoken about growth in north end - noticed in costing of 
various schools, upcoming maintenance issues at various schools in $100,000 to 
$200,000 range - maintenance issues for Bedford over 10 years approaching $1 
million - wonder, are we not potentially looking at a new school in north end at some 
point - where does funding come from - making assumption that strictly maintenance 
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issues dollars come from board, on new construction of a school large portion of that 
funding comes from province, balance of funding could be amortized over fairly long 
period - if you put $1 million into a school over 10 years, you've still got an old 
school, still looking at a new school at some point in time - is there something we 
should know, given growth and all these issues, might be looking at new school - 
could that have an impact on decisions, discussions we should be having 

 Chair Thorpe - seems clear that issue of “north of the river availability of schools” is 
one that you'll have to be discussing - question of future plans for that area of the 
city, how any such plans would be funded 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - comment on our use of demographers, long history - 
in previous ARCs, were criticized for using our own enrolment projections, went to 
professional demographer to do our enrolment projections - look at board’s data, all 
data from municipalities and county re: growth, planning - there is conversation with 
County Planner and planners with City of Stratford, taken into account for enrolment 
projections, professional involvement - know we have excess capacity in Stratford, 
moderated by phased implementation of early learning, full day Kindergarten 
program - maintenance, by ministry definition called capital, funded by the ongoing 
renewal grant, averages $3 million per year - ministry has come up with another 
capital allocation, for us this year and next, approximately $1.6 million, facility 
condition grant - in past had Good Places to Learn grant, more sizable, was in 
response to ministry having quantified backlog deferred maintenance across 
province, get a lot of capital to boards to address those sorts of things, showing up 
as maintenance for Bedford - in terms of $1 million for Bedford, not unusual - funding 
for new schools, process is by application, making the case for need - balancing that 
is ministry’s access to all boards’ live data, any time we talk to capital policy folks in 
ministry, they put up our data, look at capacity, enrolment, what’s around any school 
in question not only in our board but in co-terminus board - going back two years, 
have been talking about more sharing - in hindsight, can see that is a result of 
economic challenges that began in 2008 - director of capital branch would indicate 
that there is even more limited capital funding, first priority has to be for new pupil 
places, growth areas, predominately in GTA where there are more kids than schools 
- there is some funding to address accommodation issues, her caution to boards is 
they need to be looking at additions before new schools - that’s the current take - 
those comments were prior to cabinet being announced, prior to next economic 
statement - was at meeting of senior business officials today, heard from assistant 
deputy minister in terms of financial situation, projections from spring, at that time 
Auditor General would have said they were prudent, now saying optimistic, don’t 
have those projections as being solid - personal opinion when I hear that, funding 
drying up even more - that’s what we can expect in province for grants - for Bedford 
and work needed, it’s not out of norm, not talking about plans for new school 

 Chair Thorpe - replacement school very difficult to fund - in my experience with 
Thames Valley, considerable money invested by ministry in last five years, not once 
has it been to replace existing building with a new one, always been part of larger 
picture or the building has been deemed prohibitive to repair - neither would be the 
case in Bedford 

 Superintendent Ash - our experience with Ministry for funding has been unless going 
to reduce excess capacity in the area or within board as a whole, would never get 
funding for new school - have to address excess capacity first, one of the reasons 
why across district have been consolidating schools - in areas where we have 
consolidated sufficient schools, we’ve received funding to build new, in some cases, 
affecting 5-6 schools to get new school 
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 Chair Thorpe - summary, administrative recommendation must have been based on 
assumption that anticipated future pupil growth, numbers of pupils whether growth or 
decline, could be accommodated without Bedford being in the English inventory - 
anything else 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - want to talk about school and their reaction - when FI 
first came, divide between streams was palatable - fact that program there 
temporarily created situation where integration not foremost in minds of staff, parents 
or community - when officially became dual track school, teachers, administrators 
and school council worked hard to create unified and unique school - teachers 
between streams worked well together on programming resulting in dynamic 
teaching team - school and school council started special events that bring students 
from both streams together for fun and educational activities - administration has 
worked hard to balance perceptions of the two streams - Bedford no longer a 
building housing FI program and community school, is a dual track community 
school, unique and worth preserving - may seem to be simply semantics, assure it’s 
not - news of board’s staff option came as shock, all indications leading up to 
September’s meeting were that Bedford was too large for stand-alone school, also 
because of what the school means to community - understood that staff may change 
preferred option, level of uncertainty has created stress for parents, students, can 
imagine stress created for teachers - not only concerned about students and 
families, but our English stream teachers and their fate - between my two children, 
have had every teacher in English stream - the fact that these teachers are to be 
scattered across board or lose their jobs is very sad - have heard a lot of perspective 
about families, thought should add perspective of teaching staff, our view of 
wonderful staff of English and French teachers, work together to make such a great 
school - interestingly, option has not divided school, has brought parents together 
from both streams, level of support is testament to how well school has achieved 
task of building inclusive, vibrant, cohesive community school - it’s a model that 
works, why we support that model 

 Chair Thorpe - comment for committee in response to issue of potential loss of jobs - 
teacher contracts, like all teacher contracts in province, determine placement on 
basis of seniority, no indication even if reorganization that any teachers involved 
would be at risk of losing jobs - might be required to go elsewhere, would not be a 
question of job loss - if there were reductions of teachers based on declining 
enrolment, that would happen anyway, individuals who would be at risk of job loss 
after attrition would be based on seniority, not on basis of school closure or 
consolidation - individuals involved in any school are not targeted by virtue of being 
in school where reorganization has occurred - would happen respective of any 
reorganization based solely on declining enrolment 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - when we got costing option, was $400,000 in that option 
of staff, footnote likely not going to be cost savings because teachers would be 
reallocated across board 

 Chair Thorpe - could be efficiencies related to any reorganization, might lead to 
fewer teachers being employed - issue of accommodation review recommendation 
process would not lead to teachers being at risk who would not otherwise be by 
virtue of total enrolment 

 
Community Representative 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - at last meeting, staff were requested to present second dual 

track option, timeline was for November, we have those options tonight, appreciate 
very much 

 Chair Thorpe - thank you - was indicated that it’s a partial report, some costing not 
been done, appreciate as well that administration has been able to present early, 
very helpful 
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 Art Fortin, Romeo - would like to thank public for input this evening 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - noticed on second dual track option brought forward, noted 

that both Shakespeare, Hamlet would provide no future expansion for FI at those 
sites, do you have plan for future where you would increase FI enrolment - talk about 
attrition, looking at numbers that might happen 

 Chair Thorpe - if question is based on report that hasn’t been presented, could we 
defer to New Business - will keep question at forefront 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - certainly 
 

8.0 New Business 
Input from Board Staff 
 Chair Thorpe - Mike has report on staff input, committee agreed to allow to introduce 

second option which Steve was questioning 
 Superintendent Ash - input from board staff, item in your package, will be posted to 

website - had meetings with staff at each of schools under review and with any staff 
in board who wished to chat about accommodation review - brought to my attention 
after that not everyone knew about that meeting, extended invitation for folks to 
contact me by email to indicate any concerns, questions, comments - what you see 
is a summary of those conversations - won’t address each of the meetings, look at 
first page to point out formatting - you’ll see a question, followed by bulleted 
statement, summary of response to question at that meeting - paraphrased notes, 
not verbatim - shared with staff in each school before brought to committee to ensure 
accurate reflection of conversations - leave with you for your consideration 

 Chair Thorpe - interesting to note that many of the questions raised by staff are those 
raised by community and committee as well - committee have detailed look at this 
information as they consider issues before them - particular, example, question 3 
deals with the issue Kathy and I just addressed relative to staffing - second item 

 Superintendent Ash - second item in package is the first step in sorting through 
potential second dual track - first page is overall summary for not just one, but two - 
require committee’s input as to which one we go further with - first one is Bedford 
and Shakespeare as the two dual tracks, second is Bedford and Hamlet - notes 
attached to each are the same - assumes boundary, will get into more detail later, 
overall assumed boundary Highway 8, anything north would go to Bedford, anything 
south would go to other site - boundary maximizes number of students walking to 
Bedford, redirects students currently bused to second FI site - analysis assumes 
Kindergarten will attend designated school, not the FI school, FI enrolment appears 
to stabilize at approximately 115 students - same for both, talking about same 
population, same geographic area - assuming we implement in 2013/14, 
Shakespeare would require one additional classroom, Hamlet would require four 
additional classrooms - both cases, gets to Steve’s comment, because would not be 
sufficient space to accommodate students at point of implementation, based on 
projections, that doesn’t change, wouldn’t be room for expansion of either English or 
French streams 

 Chair Thorpe - if 115 students were to move from Bedford, would that not provide 
additional space at Bedford for expansion of either English or French or both  

 Superintendent Ash - potentially some space at Bedford, would require subsequent 
boundary adjustment, certainly a possibility - other factor to keep in mind is there is 
some growth at Bedford, as go through numbers, will be approaching capacity down 
road 

 Hugh Cox - map 1 in package is proposed staff option, had said we would provide, 
explained the map - second map is showing proposed FI boundaries, north and 
south, explained map - first set of four pages is for single track option at Bedford 
presented at last meeting with 5% attrition applied, otherwise the same as previously 
presented - for each dual track option, nine pages each, won’t go through each 
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page, will need time to digest, went over the data - why Mike would say this is the 
first stage in looking at dual track school, in this scenario need addition, at this point 
could look at potential adjustment to boundaries to reduce need for addition, not staff 
option just my example going through iterative process, if not room at Shakespeare 
for FI students, would we adjust Shakespeare/Hamlet boundary, take English 
Shakespeare students out to put over to Hamlet, make more room so don’t need 
three-room addition - these are things to consider when we look at scenarios, may 
not make sense, maybe it reduces the English stream enough, under 200 students, 
isn’t necessarily a good number of students to have an efficient program - these are 
processes we go through - looking to committee, what dual stream scenario would 
you like us to work on further to go to costing we said we’d provide in November - a 
lot to digest here at the table - that’s where staff is at 

 Superintendent Ash - when we put this together, tried to create two scenarios we as 
staff felt were potentially viable from an education perspective, regardless of how 
many spaces needed - looked at what’s viable in terms of dual track FI school, 
thought should have as best as possible, one class in each grade to be viable FI 
program, hence division of numbers the way we’ve done it - if reduce number of 
students in second dual track to mitigate against additional rooms required, then 
reduce possibility of having full class in each grade, will precipitate stacked classes, 
will be only possible outcome - need to keep in mind as you look at those options 

 Chair Thorpe - summarize - in response to committee request at last meeting that 
administration investigate other ways to of addressing issue of growth in FI, lack of 
accommodation for that growth in future, have presented partial response, requires 
further direction before can finalize - are these two schools, Shakespeare and 
Hamlet, the only two schools in the city you believe could be legitimate sites for 
second dual track should that be the direction the group takes 

 Superintendent Ash - staff and committee will probably disagree - based on our 
analysis of enrolment projections, we don’t believe Avon can house a second dual 
track without requiring additional space - they could accept 120 students without 
being named as part of accommodation review, that’s less than 50% of their 
population, we don’t believe that’s a viable option given potential growth indicated by 
planning department and demographer for that catchment area - Anne Hathaway 
would either require additional classroom space or moving students out of building - 
concern with that building is we don’t want to adversely impact students that have 
highest needs in our system 

 Chair Thorpe - answer to question is yes - in view of administration, there are only 
two schools that could legitimately be considered, all variables taken into account 

 Superintendent Ash - from our perspective, yes 
 Chair Thorpe - back to first map, what’s the purple line when it goes west and north 

at lowest point - is that a highway or river 
 Hugh Cox - these are streets in Stratford 
 Chair Thorpe - would seem to me, difficult for committee to argue on one hand that 

not reasonable to have no English language presence north of river, but would be 
OK to have two FI dual track schools north of river - isn’t that another reason for 
suggesting Avon is not the place 

 Superintendent Ash - came up in our discussions, didn’t articulate that argument 
 Chair Thorpe - probably didn’t need to, but would have encouraged you to if needed 

- will declare a break - break is intended firstly to give you a break, reward you for 
attention and good work, also to allow audience to approach committee members to 
express whatever they wish to express - third, to talk among yourselves what 
administration is asking, if they are to cost one additional scenario, which of the two 
would you want them to pursue 

 Hugh Cox - if there’s a variation of what’s presented that you’d like, basically the 
same as what’s presented, boundary adjustment, would entertain that as well 
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 Chair Thorpe - reconvene at 9:00 p.m. 
 

9.0 Questions/Comments from Members 
 Chair Thorpe - next section of agenda would normally be an open forum for 

discussion, debate - have formal request from administration that you respond 
relative to which alternate scenario you wish to propose to be costed - remarks need 
not be limited to that item, anything else of interest to committee is fair game - no 
order of presentation, open up to question or comment 

 Superintendent Ash - was reminded to explain stacked class - cases where have 
more than one grade in a class, like a 3/4 split, sometimes refer to as stacked 
classes - as number of students within a school decrease, necessity for number of 
split/stacked/combined classes increases - if it gets low enough it can be triple, 
unfortunately in our board we have schools with triple grade classes 

 Chair Thorpe - thank you for that clarification 
 Krista Scott, Romeo - would a primary only dual track out of the second site be 

considered viable 
 Superintendent Ash - what would happen at end of grade 3 for those students 
 Krista Scott, Romeo - go to Bedford 
 Superintendent Ash - in that scenario, we’d reduce Bedford population by roughly 60 

students initially, given that primary class size is 20, in junior would increase 
population by that same 60 students assuming no attrition - overall would be net 
reduction of 60 students once fully implemented 

 Chair Thorpe - think answer was, yes could be considered, question is whether 
committee would feel that’s an appropriate way of delivering FI programming, having 
two very different types of experience in FI depending on where you live in the city - 
some would go from beginning to end in one school, some would go from beginning 
to mid-point in one school then change schools - would work on paper, but is it a 
good way to go 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - would want to avoid stacked classes in FI program, my 
experience in having helped with dual track, school council, enrolment committees, 
research, also ensure don’t also stack English stream - given these two options, both 
schools would end up with stacked English program - if idea is to move borders, shift 
English students away to accommodate optional program, if make case needing 1-6 
in French, have to equally make sure that school can comfortably accommodate 1-6 
in core as well - when considering dual track, accommodation should be driving 
factor - not many schools in Stratford can do that - understand rationale behind not 
going to Anne Hathaway, has special programs, don’t want to disrupt, displace those 
students, programs are running well, harder to administer adding another program - 
there are other options - the fact that limited to two schools who do not have 
classroom capacity for balanced dual track school is a concern - likelihood that I can 
give answer tonight as either or is probably zero - looking across table at these two 
schools, knowing they haven’t had time to digest - they have to go back and talk to 
their parents, unless one of them says sure we’re good with it, not likely to make 
decision - don’t think every option in Stratford was considered 

 Chair Thorpe - administration has presented partial report a month earlier than 
originally indicated - would seem to me, if committee not able to respond to request 
for further direction tonight, is still additional month in process if direction given in 
November, could be responded to in December, although dates closer together 
because of timing of Christmas break - not there yet - question stacked classes, my 
terminology is split grades - what’s good for goose is good for gander - issue of split 
grades always controversial - don’t believe one ought to talk about it on a 
differentiated basis for dual track or FI as opposed to any school, the fewer split 
classes the better - issue of surprise, committee directed administration to look to 
alternate proposals that would include dual track site, there are only so many schools 
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in the study that could be considered - would be surprised if committee members 
were surprised that some of the schools mentioned would be the ones that have to 
be mentioned if dual track option explored - may be that to get right answer requires 
more time, certainly a legitimate request - further comment, thought 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - wanted the reason why Avon was not one of schools 
chosen 

 Superintendent Ash - when we look at enrolment projections at Avon, page 2 of 4, 
look at projected ADE, increases over next number of years to 382, capacity for 
school is 362 - without infusion of any students, going to be approaching capacity, 
based on demographers report which was also informed by consultations with city 
planning department 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - assumes there aren’t border changes to account for 
growth in FI - looking at current Avon growth, but if going to be dual track school 
because has 15 classrooms, could accommodate both programs without needing to 
stack classes, dwarf one program over other - if grandfathered in program at Avon, 
throwing out for discussion, should consider all options - if Avon is an option, adding 
second dual track school and phasing in, would actually also phase in border 
changes, shift some students - unlike the two schools across there where without an 
addition shifting our English stream students to reduce program size to less than a 
class per class - larger schools that can accommodate one class per, doesn’t matter 
that enrolment projected to max out in so many years, what you’re doing is asking for 
border change - not saying that’s the option we should go with, saying rationale for 
Avon, same using for Hamlet or Shakespeare - to accommodate 1-6 FI, may have to 
transfer some English stream students over to Hamlet - same rationale, weighted 
against each other it’s equivalent - why is one school not considered when other two 
are, using same argument essentially 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - greatest number of kids being bused is from Avon 
ward, 69 at this point, would be able to be within walking distance 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - someone pointed out in email, a number of those Avon 
kids are physically closer to Bedford, if border changes then moot - if adjust border to 
adjust for kids that actually could walk to Bedford, border adjustment would solve 
that 

 Superintendent Ash - if follow Kathy’s suggestion, shifting out some English stream 
students from Avon, would be increasing number of English stream Avon students 
would be bused to school because distance to nearest English stream school - net 
effect can’t predict, won’t be zero, will be some coming out who will require busing 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - some things wanted point out, so can go away 
whether making decision tonight, don’t know - assuming since don’t have enough 
classroom space at Shakespeare or Hamlet, is that to assume there is an addition, 
portable, what changes to accommodate if were to go with 

 Superintendent Ash – opinion, if short term, one of options considered, Shakespeare 
option would likely result in portable until sure enrolment consistent, used portables 
in past to accommodate short term enrolment issues, would have to have 
cooperation from municipality if going to consider addition - same at Hamlet - part of 
discussions during break, speaking to planner and municipal councillor, information 
from them about possibility of portables or additions, what’s possible under bylaws - 
don’t have that information right now - based  on Janet’s earlier comments about 
finances, probability of funding, what would we get funding for, one portable easier to 
fund than four portables or an addition of four classrooms - my opinion based on fact 
that we need additional information 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - understand, need to have points put out to make 
choice tonight - no room at Shakespeare for portable, no green space - feel that 
these two options aren’t options, don’t want to take away from work that’s been 
done, seems they’re two impossible options - because portables going in, number of 
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students, number of students at Avon would be the same - frustrated, don’t feel it’s a 
viable choice - if have to pick one to be second option, don’t know that we could vote 

 Superintendent Ash - we were requested to bring forward second dual track, we’ve 
done that, in fact brought two - were not told to say it was our option or best option, 
for committee to consider, doesn’t mean you can’t consider Anne Hathaway and 
Avon if affecting less than 50% of population, that was made clear at beginning of 
process - to say you have to make a choice on these two options tonight is not true 

 Chair Thorpe - what was requested, if administration is to complete alternate 
scenario for November meeting, needs to know which alternate scenario to cost, 
complete review work for - there are only three options to be consistent with policy, 
administration cost fully one additional proposal, would be one of scenarios on page, 
Shakespeare and Hamlet or something else - difficulty I have, don’t believe wise to 
clutch at “something else straw” if then be putting eggs in that basket, that would be 
my observation - reality is administration has been aware of all variables you’re 
facing relative to dual track possibility, in some respect informed why initial 
recommendation was to consider single track - you wished to explore second dual 
track, legitimately, this is administration’s first kick at that can - if don’t like, feeling at 
any point can’t support, need to tell them specifically what you want them to do, or 
revert to considering initial recommendation - those are only variables open to you 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - question about additions, portables - Janet had said 
when you asked for money for additions or new schools, they’ll pull up profile and 
look at - would say Stratford has capacity for almost 500 - would they not say just 
move students - if money tight, looking at needy schools in other areas where truly 
above capacity, is it realistic that they would put addition when excess capacity in 
what ministry would consider fairly small geographic area 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - if go to ministry and ask for funding for addition, 
would look at existing capacities, enrolment for current and projections, 
demographer’s projections, look at capacity in coterminous boards, Huron-Perth 
Catholic for opportunities for sharing, that isn’t a possibility - opinion, chance of 
funding slim to nil 

 Chair Thorpe - they would listen to case, responsive if legitimate way to go because 
any other solution would be too disruptive to system - chances of money solution to 
solve this problem is very slim - they would look at excess capacity and say solve 
your own problem 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - clarification, additions are similar to new schools 
 Chair Thorpe - they aren’t, they’re much less money 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in terms of getting funding, justifying funding based on 

capacity 
 Chair Thorpe - not much that would suggest FI issue going to be settled by ministry 

providing additional funds, my view 
 Art Fortin, Romeo - hear again reasons for not considering Anne Hathaway, more 

information on special needs programs 
 Superintendent Ash - Anne Hathaway enrolment projected to remain at roughly 394, 

down from approximately 450, capacity of 495 - capacity numbers vary on room 
usage, special education classes tend to be smaller so take up more space - many 
students require specialized equipment, built into the building - having to relocate 
that equipment is cost prohibitive - affecting kids who we need to do as much as we 
can to prevent disrupting education, most susceptible to changes because of their 
needs - large influx of students would exceed capacity and limit ability to use spaces 
for special needs programs 

 Chair Thorpe - is Anne Hathaway accessible - yes 
 Art Fortin, Romeo - how many special needs students at that school 
 Superintendent Ash - would have to get for you 
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 Chair Thorpe - presumably intent of question is to determine whether Anne 
Hathaway is a legitimate possibility for second dual track - administration’s current 
view is no - question is what you require additionally to satisfy yourself that opinion is 
one you can share and accept - Mike will pursue and provide response 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - of the students bused to Anne Hathaway, is there also busing 
to Avon 

 Chair Thorpe - yes, some busing to Avon 
 Krista Scott, Romeo - could we find out where kids come from to be bused to those 

two schools, if already bused to one school, could be bused to another, good way to 
move a border 

 Chair Thorpe - talking about changing boundaries of Anne Hathaway or Avon to free 
up space - what we’re talking about is whom we disrupt, how many 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - wondering how many - if have to stick within this percentage 
limitation, need to know how many are bused, what routes there are, if it’s a single 
route we could change 

 Chair Thorpe - administration’s first take, where is there space, where could dual 
track be accommodated by minimally affecting current population - presume and 
trust that the two schools proposed meet criteria of having some space available, 
would more minimally disrupt existing populations than schools that weren’t chosen - 
question is whether you accept that on faith or require further information 

 Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare - with staff option, how many English students 
would be bused to Anne Hathaway 

 Chair Thorpe - how many additionally 
 Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare - if staff option were the final outcome 
 Chair Thorpe - which staff option 
 Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare - single track FI, then English bused out to Anne 

Hathaway, how many would be going 
 Hugh Cox - don’t have tonight, can get 
 Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare - saying would not be viable to put FI dual track at 

Anne Hathaway, want to know numbers 
 Hugh Cox - wouldn’t be nearly the number we’d see in second FI, would be in the 

20-30 range, will get more accurate number 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - not convinced Anne Hathaway best alternative, with 

administrative difficulty with classes currently have would be compounded with FI - in 
terms of numbers, believe Anne Hathaway would fit - easy border change to reduce 
numbers at Anne Hathaway would be Devon Street area which has fluctuated over 
years between different schools, already bused, easily re-bused to Bedford which 
would have more capacity with FI reduced 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - have philosophical difference on basis of what creates 
least disruption initially over what creates a solid, stable long term plan - second 
point as we start to talk about other schools that aren’t present - first point, initially 
you may disrupt fewest number of students at any one of these schools with single 
track Bedford, least disruptive as moved fewest number of students now - other two 
options move fewest number of students now - doesn’t address what happens with 
capacity as move forward, or ten years from now - single track option, it was 
continual displacement out of their neighbourhood, whether don’t make it in FI for 
whatever reason or in a community that doesn’t have a school - do not have enough 
space in school for one class of each - long term disruption to a community, future 
students as well - what are we tasked to do - my perspective, not affected by 
changes, youngest will be done by time changes happen - looking at our 
communities, students now and in future - discussing own schools, defending our 
positions about other schools that aren’t able to give us their perspective - possible 
motion, don’t know if precedence - motion for ARC to go as delegation to board, ask 
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to either consider amending ARC to include all those other schools, have their 
opinion - hopefully amending ARC, bringing in other schools would work - knew 
conversation would expand to other schools, nice if able to have them as part of 
process 

 Chair Thorpe - ARC is child of board, board has capacity to respond to request to 
constitute differently or disband and begin another process - as you suggest, has to 
be addressed by board if there were consensus that was appropriate - legalistic 
perspective, not necessary whatever changes proposed, if create additional dual 
track, would not meet threshold of ministry’s requirement for membership in an 
accommodation review - another way to approach, if there weren’t consensus to 
include additional schools, as part of trustee process in dealing with response from 
ARC, input at board level before decision made for school that may be affected even 
if not part of the ARC - number of ways one could go 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - personal opinion, would rather have their input - we 
come up with option, staff comes up with option, board has to weigh that and a new 
option could include something else - legalities vs ethics, not questioning anyone's 
ethics, how I feel about having conversations in absence of everyone at table 

 Chair Thorpe - if it boils down to an ethical question, have to ask yourselves whether 
your belief that someone else is the better solution rests genuinely because you 
believe someone else is the better solution or it's an opportunity not to affect your 
own school - that's where real ethical question comes up - if committee can't achieve 
consensus in view that there is a genuine better solution that is within the mandate 
but doesn’t have participation from the other schools, that is your job 

 Superintendent Ash - nothing to prevent ARC from delegating to board to make 
request to change - there are potential legal issues with making a change part way 
through an ARC that board has to consider, we'll have to get advice on - way around 
without formally making them part of ARC, if group chooses another potential 
solution, nothing preventing you from inviting those folks to come and provide input - 
don’t have to be voting members to be invited to give input 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - does Anne Hathaway have a council rep here, Avon 
does - ask them if they would rather sit at table and vote, or be brought in to give 
opinion 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - suggest they’re put on spot now, may not have 
answer, would probably like to discuss with school council then go from there - we all 
want to find solution - wouldn’t want to take step backwards, begin again, think our 
schools chosen because of numbers, reality we have to deal with, Shakespeare's 
numbers are down - suggest if they would like, maybe they should take back to their 
councils 

 Chair Thorpe - Shakespeare has had portables in past, whether good or bad, 
whether ought to happen in future or not, have been in past, presumably city would 
not have argument to refuse - not taking any position, committee needs to be aware 
of 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - realize, remember from when son there - maybe not 
ethics, but just because done before, doesn't mean appropriate now 

 Chair Thorpe - may not have been appropriate then, site could accommodate 
portable if necessary 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - it could, one could go on roof if needed, only want to 
raise because it was raised that it was there, so everyone is aware of reasons why 
we feel so strongly about a portable - have no problems with portables if needed, 
don’t feel it’s an option for our school 

 Chair Thorpe - physically possible, whether a good thing or not, issue you need to 
debate - concern, sounds like you're now on fishing trip - if view a specific alternate 
site is more viable, more desirable than any of the three proposals currently before 
you - single track at Bedford, possible dual track at Hamlet or Shakespeare - if you 
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believe there is a fourth option that is better than those three, course of action you 
should follow - if saying let's look at everything else because might find something 
that might prove viable or better or not in my backyard, be loath to assist you in trying 
to make case to board, to include a bunch of schools because they happen to exist - 
if you believe there is a better or workable option that is not among the three, then 
have no hesitation in supporting - if simply saying not happy about any, would like to 
go shooting in dark to find another, not advisable to proceed 

 Superintendent Ash - logistics of getting to point where option might be identified, 
remailer may afford some dialogue - give parameters about what's realistic in terms 
of putting something together - if you had until November 1st through discussions via 
remailer to come to consensus about what direction you wanted to go, we should be 
able to have something ready for November meeting, anything after becomes 
problematic in terms of timing and work that goes into it - wanted you to be aware of 
that mechanism you might have over next ten days to have dialogue in addition to 
dialogue here 

 Chair Thorpe - would be realistic if outcome were to be to decide between 
Shakespeare and Hamlet as which proposal committee wanted to be fully thought 
through - if still have thought that ought to be different school, likelihood of reaching 
that consensus by November 1st by remailer is slimmer - if concept is to reconstitute 
ARC to include other schools, deadline is unrealistic - believe you need to think 
toward end of process, work backwards, rather than allowing it to engulf you 

 Art Fortin, Romeo - does Hamlet not already have option they've considered for a 
different school 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - think group is aware that we've put forward recommendation 
for another school, Anne Hathaway makes most sense in our mind, everything from 
location to busing to capacity - pile of information we didn’t bring because hasn't 
been decided on, seemed to be most reasonable solution to us - look at 
Shakespeare, nowhere to bus - if addition on Hamlet, why not just put portables at 
Bedford - lot of different options available - my kids aren't affected by this, Dean's 
kids aren't affected, here because part of community, wife and I on council for eleven 
years, had two kids come through school, believe in working for a solution - not easy 
situation to be in, we all have personal thoughts, communities sharing their personal 
thoughts - too early to make decision, but respect that have to think of the end - we 
have thought of end, have to do work to make that end come through - Hamlet is 
good with whatever option as long as acceptable by all - not here to see kids get 
moved around - public may have misconception, think some believe FI is something 
you can go into and come out of at any part of process, not that simple - Kathy well 
versed, Sara going through stuff, board well aware of how aggressive Hamlet has 
been since day one, have been on fact finding mission since June, tried to be 
leaders in community to make this thing work - stepped up, said here's a school, let's 
talk about it, still working through, not easy - don’t want to throw anybody on a bus, 
not what this is about, but must find solution that meets four criteria you've given us, 
with good conscience come up with right answer - had a pile of questions, don't think 
now is time to ask 

 Mike Bannerman, Trustee - talked with trustees during break, hearing stuff in regards 
to other schools, open to hearing delegation, looking at legalities of restarting, that's 
a big thing to ask, look at how we can bring other schools to table, without trying to 
lead any direction - if you want to send delegation, open to hearing 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - if Anne Hathaway or Avon were to present to us, would they 
be limited to 5 minutes 

 Chair Thorpe - if they were delegation representing the school, would have ten 
minutes - there are enough creative people at either school, could have sequential 
speakers on same speech 
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 Steve Wells, Hamlet - if Avon came would they receive ten minutes, if Anne 
Hathaway came would they receive ten minutes or would that be considered a group 
where both combined would be ten minutes 

 Chair Thorpe - they'd be separate, could have two groups or could read same 
speech and take over when got to bottom of page - helpful if they knew what they 
were responding to 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - John, you had said earlier about not going on wild goose 
chase - discussions about what the alternate dual track site would be were going on 
before single track option brought forward, Bedford school council been discussing 
for eight years - quite often school we came up with was Avon because that's where 
most of our students came from, we shared a border, would allow simple student 
exchange, bring more students that could walk to Bedford because geographically 
closer, that option has been bandied around because of simplicity of it, how to deal 
with expanded FI program - but the added responsibility of ARC is to redistribute 
students across city to help with enrolment at other schools - Anne Hathaway came 
up as option because does allow for easier busing, rejigging of borders to bring 
students to Romeo, Bedford - when first sat down, was awhile ago, before we met 
other ARC participants, we sat down and asked which schools have capacity to do 
what we know need in dual track school, ensure each stream has at least room for 
one class of each - our starting point was how do you protect core program when 
bring in optional program, make sure both programs have room to thrive - no one 
wants to put FI somewhere where it won't thrive - when you talk about are we just 
chasing now because surprised, have been thinking about - what we wanted after 
last month, didn’t know where to start, give is a start about what you think is an ideal 
dual track option - the fact that came back with two - any dual track can be made to 
work if shift students around 

 Chair Thorpe - depends on how you define capacity - is capacity potential or actual 
available space because school being under used 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - have two schools that have similar excess capacity 
currently, another that has less - not an easy solution where you can say there's a 
school that has fifteen classrooms, 115 spots, not going to grow - if change borders 
of Avon could potentially have more kids being bused, but if you tweak properly you 
can ensure more kids are walking, not necessarily changing borders and increasing 
busing - don't have access to map where you can move around borders, could 
optimize it, we can’t do that 

 Chair Thorpe - committee can potentially determine which option would be best 
given all variables you know dealing with, ask administration to do full blown review 
of that recommendation, then determining whether you can support it in preference 
to administration recommendation - when I said beginning with end in mind, if you 
unfold scenario whereby you and administration are close in view of solution, in a 
very different situation than if you create scenario whereby trustees are having to 
choose between two very different options - fear is, don’t know situation well enough 
other than to suggest superficially, if you create situation where you force trustees to 
decide between your recommendation and special ed kids, or between 
administration's recommendation and special ed kids, that's a very different situation 
from choosing one you genuinely believe the better of the two other possibilities, 
asking administration to do study and then comparing apples to apples - don't know 
if possible 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - in terms of location in city think Shakespeare and Hamlet are 
both ideal, in terms of space of property don't think either fit, in terms of numbers 
either - in terms of numbers Anne Hathaway does fit and Avon could be made to fit - 
in terms of space on property, no school has more space than Avon, have had 
portables - like to see option for dual track to be either Anne Hathaway or Avon - 
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Avon north of river, have used different boundaries, Highway 8, Avon is south of 
Highway 8, if use river its north of Highway 8 

 Chair Thorpe - looking at map, they are adjacent, share boundary - either a good 
thing or bad thing depending how you want to argue 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in terms of distribution of community schools across city, 
have concentrated FI in north end, have not changed distribution of community 
schools - in urban planning, you don't plan for elective program, you plan for 
community school - Downie not part of review, if Avon were considered a dual track 
site with border change so don't increase busing, would it make sense to bring some 
of those city kids back - Downie is at 100% capacity pretty much - have kids close to 
Hamlet bused to Downie - bring some kids in hospital area back to city, jig borders 
along schools in south end - FI and fixing population in south don't necessarily need 
to go hand in hand, do they - why does fixing high enrolment in FI at Bedford have to 
be linked to fixing enrolment in south - Downie bursting at seams and have city kids - 
would it make sense to bring back city kids who are being bused to St. Pauls 

 Superintendent Ash - Downie's enrolment is projected to decline over next 10-15 
years, exacerbating decline by moving those kids back into town is not in anybody's 
best interest in terms of sustaining schools 

 Chair Thorpe - assumption that it is the obligation of ARC to fix the whole system is 
self imposed - purpose of ARC is to address how best to respond to increased 
enrolment in FI in city that has overall decline and has vacant space - that's your job 
- how far that extends is up to you - not a requirement fix all the distribution issues of 
this part of the board 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - how much under capacity will Downie be 
 Superintendent Ash - will probably drop to about 80% based on projections we have 

today 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - have city schools sitting at 54% and 70 odd percent - 

even if took small proportion of city kids to balance - three areas being bused to 
Downie, pick one to not bus, alleviate some pressure - sitting at 100 and drop to 80, 
could drop 10% and have fairly well accommodated school - don’t know what 
percentage is you want to see 

 Superintendent Ash - percentage is a moving target - numbers show that enrolment 
in Stratford is increasing slightly, to bring students in from Downie going to 
compound some other enrolment increases - yes, some city schools have relatively 
low loadings, but moving kids in from Downie is, at the risk of sounding flippant, like 
moving deck chairs on Titanic - not achieving positive end other than balancing 
enrolments - in terms of long term planning, better to see what enrolments are fifteen 
years out, then talk about where to go from here - did the projected increases in 
enrolment materialize, did Downie drop as projected, if did drop, at that point do we 
consider boundaries - too early to make adjustment given we have a number of 
things going on - until we see them materialize, we'd be making changes we'd 
probably have to undo down the road 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - follow up to what benefit do you get - those children live 
in Stratford, bused out to Downie, there are educational reasons - know enrolment 
projected to go up a little, but excess capacity is currently 500, is it going to go up 
that much, are there that many students at Downie 

 Chair Thorpe - what you're discussing is a corollary that you could include as 
suggestion in report, once you've prepared your report, but it's not your report - is an 
opportunity potentially because available space, can identify where that space would 
be once you determine where FI is going - secondary issue at this point - have put 
on table, can form part of report once written 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - don't have to link necessarily with FI 
 Chair Thorpe - but you do have to do something with FI 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - started with saying if it were to be at Avon, do a border 
switch with Bedford - at same time could say but we have excess capacity in south, 
here's opportunity to do something and bring kids back in - going through logic 

 Chair Thorpe - needs to be consensus where horse is placed before comment on 
cart - you're absolutely right, whatever decision trustees take, will be potential for 
further action - first things first, is there consensus group can reach relative to a 
fourth option or do you feel mandate of ARC has to be revisited 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - at risk of over simplifying, Hugh's done all kinds of work on 
two scenarios, think we all find completely unpalatable, is it possible to ask that Anne 
Hathaway be costed as dual track school without it becoming our staff + 1 option - 
doing what we should have done last month, picking a school, asking that that school 
be costed as potential second dual track 

 Chair Thorpe - what's the disadvantage of that being the scenario of +1, what's the 
downside 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - not sure everybody wants that to be staff + 1 - what we 
were saying last month, let’s cost one and see where comes out - have feeling that 
no matter which school costed out, if turns out it's three times cost of preferred staff 
option, think we know where it's going to go - need framework where we can pick 
something that is our staff + 1 - think the only way to do is we've got to cost 
something - we all seem to be throwing around Avon and Anne Hathaway - go back 
to what Kevin said, has good ideas about there's the numbers at Anne Hathaway - 
it's what Hamlet community have said if there's going to be second dual track that's 
where we want to see it 

 Chair Thorpe - can’t answer - if asked to answer, think would have to say no, can’t 
request that it be costed as though it were your +1 but not counted as +1 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - where were we going with the Shakespeare and Hamlet 
option and costing that out 

 Chair Thorpe - you are continuing discussion of administration's request that you 
give them direction as to which of Shakespeare or Hamlet you want costed as your 
+1 option - conversation is, it's unlikely you're going to answer their question and 
you'd rather get them to do something else - if you're convinced that there's 
something else that is viable and worth their time, ask them to do it - say as 
objectively as I can be, you're not going to find money for four additional classrooms 
- if there's a cheaper solution then it's Shakespeare - if you like Shakespeare less 
than you like single track, come up with something else that is viable - otherwise 
you're going to be splitting your recommendation, create potential for administration 
to come up the middle whether you like it or don't like it - your job is either to support 
the administrative recommendation because you think it has merit or come up with 
one trustees are going to be comfortable supporting - might be helpful if 
administration were relatively comfortable with it too - all off the record of course 
except being recorded, got this microphone, Sue's taking down every word, Steve's 
already talking to the press 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - coming to agreement that the two possible schools are Avon 
and Anne Hathaway - statement will be somewhat elitist, my grandkids attend FI 
Bedford, not speaking from expertise, believe FI kids enrich the school, add quality 
and value, because of their enthusiasm, what I tend to notice, think would enhance a 
school such as Anne Hathaway to have FI students as part of student mix - think 
would mix well - certainly the numbers fit for Anne Hathaway 

 Chair Thorpe - is there a motion 
 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - before someone raises motion, don’t know if it's 

affected, see if costed, wouldn’t be comfortable if it affected special ed students there 
- do we need something attached to that, don't know if we need on record - would 
like to go with Anne Hathaway but not at expense of special ed students - won't go 
along with Bedford as single track, don’t feel that's right 
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 Superintendent Black - information on classes at Anne Hathaway - have two special 
needs classrooms, additional class that serves a specialized group for other reasons 
- so two classrooms that have equipment that couldn't be used - have alternative 
learning program that requires a small office area, the two special learning classes 
require an additional therapy room 

 Chair Thorpe - this is your developmental centre, correct 
 Superintendent Black - one classroom is an office size 
 Chair Thorpe - what seems to be forming is a view to consider Anne Hathaway, 

might even consider that it be the full blown scenario, caution to minimize disruption 
to special education program - is that the sort of thing you're thinking 

 Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare - minimize in the sense that don’t touch - if going dual 
track, assumption would be maybe changing some borders - expect would not touch 
those children because they're coming to that school specifically so not a border 
issue - if that is in the cards, can’t go along with that 

 Chair Thorpe - don't limit yourself too much, no knowledge of details, but may be 
some flexibility - if alternate learning program is not school specific and could be 
housed anywhere in the system, that's very different from don't move a speced class 
where there is dedicated equipment, significant cost - if this is what you end up 
saying, be sensitive to our concern that our solution ought not have too negative 
impact on speced specifically - you haven't expressed that concern about altering 
boundaries for other schools, that's OK, but these kids specifically, perfectly 
reasonable 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - we've made progress, tonight decided dual track option 
is what we're looking at, Avon or Anne Hathaway - have some unanswered 
questions as to effect would have at Anne Hathaway being first choice, caveat of 
what's happening with special ed kids - since we've made this much progress, do we 
need to come up with our staff + 1 now, or take month to do research, come back in 
November having made informed decision - staff + 1 not due today, due in 
December so they can cost out for January 

 Chair Thorpe - dates are November 17th, December 8th, January is too late to do 
anything 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - January is when we report to the board 
 Chair Thorpe - if one scenario would have you deciding on November 17th what 

direction you want administration to take to produce a full blown report to be 
presented on December 8th - the tightest timeline given our meeting schedule, not 
saying they shouldn't be able to do it, let them tell me they can, presume 
conversation they're having 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - if we have all these meetings, why make decision - if 
each meeting making process towards what you want but need additional 
information 

 Chair Thorpe - remember that the longer you wait the more you disenfranchise your 
public input process because they don't know what they're inputting about, that's the 
downside of taking your time 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - maybe between now and November we can meet with 
representatives from those other schools 

 Chair Thorpe - who is we 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - the ARC - informal discussions 
 Chair Thorpe - talk among yourselves, don't need to have that discussion as part of 

the ARC 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - this month gives us opportunity to consider caveats 

knowing we've identified two schools, gives us that month to ask those schools to 
come in November and tell us what they think when we're going to make decision 
that night, gives them that month to come to us 
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 Chair Thorpe - trying to differentiate between you as individual citizens doing what 
you want vs the ARC - ARC will do nothing relative to what you're discussing - 
administration can be directed to communicate with those other school communities 
about whatever you want them to communicate about - simply saying the ARC will 
not alter its schedule, continue and see how we do - if you direct that there has to be 
an additional public input meeting prior to January 19th, nothing that prevents you 
from asking that that be called 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - think wonderful idea that we don't jump into a decision, hold 
off until November for our selection - that said, November 17th to December 8th, 
does that work 

 Chair Thorpe - Mike, committee considering deferring decision about which will be 
the +1 scenario until after it asks you to go part way toward studying two other 
schools in the way that you've studied Shakespeare and Hamlet for November 17th 
meeting, then expect you to do full blown report for December 8th - is any or all of 
that possible 

 Superintendent Ash - can do enrolment for November 17th similar to what we gave 
tonight, costing may take longer than December 8th, that's our concern - number of 
things happen at this point in the year in terms of our requirements for reporting to 
the ministry, one of those big things in December is revised estimates, accounting 
folks up to their eyeballs in revised estimates for the last part of November and first 
part of December 

 Chair Thorpe - would the committee entertain, should the worst case scenario evolve 
from an administration perspective, an additional meeting in January 

 Superintendent Ash - would have to be first week back after holidays 
 Chair Thorpe - I'm committed from the 4th to the 13th of January, expecting to meet 

with committee electronically if they wanted me, wasn't planning to be in Stratford 
 Superintendent Ash - if we aren’t able to meet December 8th in terms of having a 

costing, we can supply costing outside of the meeting along with explanation, can’t 
give a date 

 Chair Thorpe - don't need to - what you've said satisfies what the committee looking 
toward, do same thing for two other schools as you were able to do for Hamlet and 
Shakespeare for November 17th - only request being made if anyone were to make 
a motion 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - remember earlier you were saying November 1st would be a 
better date to get our option in order to have information for the 17th 

 Superintendent Ash - what I was getting at was you needed to tell us what to do by 
November 1st - if you're going to tell us tonight, we have time to get ready for the 
17th 

 Chair Thorpe - don’t believe there will be any consensus as to which of Shakespeare 
and Hamlet they want fully costed by November 1st 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - confused 
 Chair Thorpe - you're not confused, Krista was talking about a commitment Mike was 

offering that if they knew by November 1st which of these two you wanted costed, he 
could make it happen for the 17th, that isn't what's on table now, we've moved past 
that 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - don't think we're looking to have those costed - think we have 
discussed we would like to come to you on November 17th with our staff + 1 option 
to be costed and ready for December 8th, is that a possibility 

 Chair Thorpe - December 8th may not be possible  
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - we would be able to receive an enrolment similar to what we 

did tonight for Anne Hathaway and Avon - we would be looking at an extra meeting 
in January 

 Chair Thorpe - not necessarily 
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 Superintendent Ash - not necessarily - decide in December 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - what we've talked about is realistic for you folks to supply us with 
 Chair Thorpe - yes, they have said so 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - we're asking for both options in case we come to conclusion 

while doing our research that it would be affecting special needs kids, should have 
backup of does Avon work - asking for enrolment makes sense - can the board change 
January 19th - if we're pushing when we can get the costing, is there any room 

 Chair Thorpe - if you don’t prepare your report, board wouldn't be able to deal with it - 
yes is the answer to your question - even if the answer weren't yes, if you say we're not 
ready, then you're not ready, that's covered in the policy 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - this is a procedural question - my question was is the 19th 
set in stone, or is there wiggle room if we haven't had enough time to finalize 

 Chair Thorpe - always wiggle room to get it right, do what you have to do but stick to 
dates until you can't make them 

 Superintendent Ash - qualify that wiggle room - issue is being able to complete within 
school year, timelines we have to meet - to say it could be later than 19th, wiggle room 
would be a week, that’s how tight this process is - have to bring our staff report forward 
by end of February, we need opportunity to analyze your report for trustees, we need 
that time 

 Chair Thorpe - not yet at stage where we cannot meet the January 19th date 
 Art Fortin, Romeo - we have staff input from schools involved in ARC, is it possible to get 

staff input from Anne Hathaway and Avon 
 Superintendent Ash - yes - qualifier, not sure how quickly, work around calendars 
 Mike Bannerman - is it possible to do an open house or tour of Anne Hathaway before so 

people could get a sense of what that would involve to move stuff 
 Chair Thorpe - understand - but haven’t decided we’re going to pursue those schools yet 

- if anyone motivated to make that motion, once addressed, look to corollaries that 
should flow - good point, but don't want to entertain until we know what we're doing - is 
there consensus, is anybody prepared to put pen to paper or not 
Moved by Kevin Smith, Bedford, seconded by Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare 
That administration be requested to provide information for the November 17th meeting 
similar to that which it provided this evening's meeting for Shakespeare and Hamlet for 
Avon and Anne Hathaway Public Schools 
All in favour - CARRIED 

 Chair Thorpe - still on item 9 - further questions 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - thank you to committee, think you've done excellent work 
 Chair Thorpe - thank you - think we'll take as friendly suggestion which administration will 

pick up the request that - what is it we're doing with Avon and Anne Hathaway 
 Michael Bannerman, Trustee - tour of Avon and Anne Hathaway 
 Superintendent Ash - committee tour 
 Chair Thorpe - opportunity, hosted by principals at time to be determined by them, 

convenient to members 
 Superintendent Ash - will coordinate times, coordinating calendars will be a challenge, 

will post date for tours and whoever can be there will be there 
 Chair Thorpe - which doesn't preclude individual members if they aren't able to attend, 

making a private arrangement - any other items 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - thank audience, good to hear input, support for groups at table - 

look forward to November 17th at Shakespeare 
 
10.0 Adjournment 

Moved by Steve Wells, Hamlet 
That the meeting be adjourned at 10.35 p.m. 
CARRIED 
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